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counting from attenuation image using AC-DCSRI based on signal level algorithm. Magnetic
resonance imaging is a noninvasive method used to investigate nuclear medicine with a lower
radiation dose compared to other imaging methods, and it has been applied to the medical field
recently. However, it also has a problem of difficulties to distinguish the internal tissues from the
noise. The purpose of this paper is to investigate a new noise reduction method for attenuation
image using correlation with constant-level set of reference image (AC-DCSRI). To reduce the noise,
AC-DCSRI image is measured and used for subtraction of the image with noise. The pixel value of
each image is calculated by signal level algorithm and DC-value of the reference image is also
calculated. Then, the reference image is subtracted from the AC-DCSRI image and the result is
converted to particle number to be displayed. The noise level is reduced by 70.6 ± 4.4% and the
contrast is increased in comparison to the subtraction image with global normalization (SN). Contrast
and noise can be maintained at 0.9 ± 0.5 and 1.0 ± 0.4, respectively, by using AC-DCSRI method
with AC-DCSRI image subtraction (AC-DCSRI-SN). Contrast and noise can be maintained at 1.1 ± 0.2
and 1.0 ± 0.6, respectively, by using AC-DCSRI method with SN and AC-DCSRI image subtraction (ACDCSRI-SN). The AC-DCSRI-SN method can be applied to improve the image quality for a realistic
application.// -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- //
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